
 
 

 
 

 
 

MTNL/RA/ TRAI Consultation on ASR/2016 

Dated 28.03.2016 
 

 

To, 
 

The Advisor (F&EA) 
TRAI, New Delhi 
 

Sub. : MTNL comments on TRAI Consultation paper on “The Reporting 
System on Accounting Separation Regulations, 2016” 

 
            In reference to TRAI Consultation paper dated 22.02.2016 on ““The 
Reporting System on Accounting Separation Regulations, 2016, the 

following comments are submitted for consideration: 
 
 

1. Ab-initio the purpose of the accounting separation needs to be made 

specific and elaborate. Since in the present context of convergence 

there appears to be no rationale to go for hair thin based separation 

activity as most of the things under convergence or cloud competency, 

are not possible for allocation to each of services. As such making 

separate costing for this becomes redundant. 

 

2. MTNL being a Service Provider government company requested TRAI to 

review the Accounting Separation Regulations to make them simpler 

and align with the TRAI requirement to meet its various objectives like 

pricing, monitoring growth of services etc. However the Authority have 

made Accounting Separation Regulations even more granular and 

complex.  

 

3. The Authority has mandated to continue with the Accounting 

Separation Reports based on Replacement Cost Accounting every 

second year in addition to the reports based on historical cost 

accounts which are to be submitted every year. This is not relevant in 

the present context. The capital assets are to be taken to the accounts 

to be prepared under Ind AS w.e.f 1.4.2016 on either the same 

historical cost or on fair value based costing. Even if they are taken on 

historical costing also the need to assess the fair valuation at the end 

of the year w.r.t. current costing or replacement costing is there in IND 

AS and accordingly provision is to be made in built in the accounting 

systems w.e.f 1.4.2016. These regulations are applicable to almost all 

TSPs as all of them are having turnover of more than Rs. 500 crores 



per annum. In view of the accounting itself is getting re-modulated to 

fair valuation methods, the logic of replacement costing based ASR 

becomes redundant and unwarranted. Therefore MTNL does not 

endorse this and TRAI is requested to revisit this w.r.t Ind AS 

application. 

 

4. The Accounting Separation reports are not required for payment of any 

taxes and levies and also rarely used for costing and therefore we are 

unable to appreciate the requirement of auditing and adoption of these 

reports by the Board of Directors and also when cost audit has become 

mandatory, the purpose of TRAI making its own rules for the heck of 

regulation appears to be not in the interest of any service provider.  

 

5. In respect to Internet Service Provider the products should be retained 

as broadband and narrowband and should exclude telephony, content, 

webhosting etc which are of the nature of VAS and separation of costs 

is not possible in view of the network elements and other apparatus 

being common in most of these output services.    

 

6. With respect to IND/ILD the product cost should be on the basis the 

main revenue driver and accordingly it is suggested that it should be 
limited to Voice and Data only and further sub componentization 
should not be asked for making it complex and making dark fibre as a 

component also confounds the costing separation parameters. 

 

7. TRAI costing is generally done on all India basis. There are common 

termination charges across all geographies. Similarly there is common 

ceiling for roaming charges in all geographies. There are many 

products for which TRAI would not require separate costs. Besides, 

termination charges are now withdrawn for wireline, and roaming 

charges are also controlled. As such  inclusion of “in roaming” as 

component also is not appropriate in this changed scenario.  

 
8. The Access Service-WLL and Access Service- Full Mobility are offered 

from same network and have exactly same costs. The TRAI has always 

maintained same termination charges for these two services. Therefore 

there should not be any requirement separating accounts between WLL 

services,which have similar costs.  
 
9. Rental, activation, one time fee etc are not even products. The products 

are calls, SMS, GPRS etc and only such products should be there 

excluding other miscellaneous fees etc. making it a medley by group 

leading to cumbersome allocations which are not warranted. 
 
 
10. MTNL requests TRAI to consider simpler Accounting Separation 

without any requirement of segregation of accounts into different 

geographies and support functions.  



 

11. The Board of Directors of the Company is required to review the 

quarterly results and annual accounts as mandated under the listing 

Agreement with Stock Exchange and the Companies Act,2013. As per 

the TRAI Accounting Separation regulation, the accounting separation 

reports are required to be reconciled with the Annual Accounts. Since 

Accounting separation is ultimately based on the annual accounts, the 

additional responsibility for adopting Accounting Separation by the 

Board of Directors will not serve any useful purpose. It is therefore 

requested that the requirement of adoption of Accounting 

Separation by the Board of Directors should not be insisted in the 

regulation. 

 
 
 

(R.K. Gupta) 

DE(RA), MTNL CO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


